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MOTORING: Getting the
Maximum from Your New MINI

By Gary Anderson and Don Racine. This new
book demystifies both the process of upgrading
the MINI and the techniques of driving well.
You�ll learn tips on buying a MINI, and what
changes to make � and why  � to improve
performance for street driving, autocross

competition or
track days, and
finally how to
build up a full-
race MINI. The book also
discusses techniques for driving your
MINI safely and well, both on the street
and on the track, with particular attention
to the unique characteristics of the front-
wheel-drive MINI. 6x9 inches, softbound,
240 pages, over 100 colour illustrations.
BOOK45 .......................................... £17.95

�The MINI has been designed
by enthusiasts with enthu-
siasts in mind. What we
want to do is show you the
difference between simply
operating an automobile as a
means of transportation, and
driving a performance car for
the sheer pleasure of it. But
where do you start?�

from MOTORING

Read excerpts from MOTORING online at
new.minimania.com/motoring

Buy with confidence
from  Mini Mania UK

Since 1974, Mini Mania USA has provided
the best selection of parts for the Classic
Mini enthusiast. With the rapid growth of
the New MINI in the UK, we saw a need
for quality independent service and
aftermarket products, and created Mini
Mania UK in 2004. Mini Mania UK�s
founding partners, Adam McCollin and
Chris Dee, have extensive automotive
experience, including training by BMW as MINI technicians and service as Formula One
front line engineers. Our experience and dedication to the MINI serves as the foundation
of our business. Our emphasis on customer service and satisfaction will serve as our
guideposts for the future.

Custom Fitted
LEATHER INTERIORS

Let Mini Mania UK fit your MINI with the
ultimate in style, quality and luxury. Complete
custom fitted interiors, including seats and
full dash trim, in leather or Alcantara fabric
and a variety of colours, will be sure to set
your MINI apart. We offer individual
upholstered items to fit your budget, as
well as offer the option of including your
custom logo on the headrests.
Call us for more information, or stop
by our shop to see our interior fitted
to our own MINI.

Full MINI Service at Independent Cost-Saving Prices!

Mini Mania UK is your specialised authority for MINI service. Our
technicians are fully trained BMW MINI technicians and provide
expert repair service designed to meet BMW�s high standards of
excellence � at less than you would pay at a MINI dealership!
Mini Mania UK continues to invest in the latest high-tech analytical
and test equipment needed to meet the diagnostic requirements
of today�s technologically sophisticated automobile. Our factory-
trained technicians will service and repair your MINI while leaving
the factory warranty intact. You are assured of quality service

backed by specialised equipment and technicians that know your car
from the inside out! While the factory dealer will remain the principal
entity responsible for the factory warranty, Mini Mania UK is your
source for quality service for the life of your MINI.

We hope you will stop by for a visit. Enjoy a cup of
coffee with us and a look around our shop. You�ll find we share
your passion for the MINI and will work to earn your trust as
your MINI headquarters. We look forward to the opportunity of
meeting you and your MINI in the near future!

Customize and Insure Your MINI
MINIs have a long history of customization and personalized product
additions. Mini Mania UK provides an entire range of product that will
create the MINI that is uniquely yours. With our affiliation with Mini

Mania as well as other specialists, you�ll find Mini Mania UK able to offer an extensive range of product
including electrical, mechanical, body kits and interior trim products.
In addition, Mini Mania UK can service your MINI diesel or provide dual driving controls for driving
schools. Mini Mania UK offers discounted insurance rates for its customers, with a special
emphasis on modified cars. It�s all here at Mini Mania UK, your new source for MINI service and
accessories.

Hill Street Industrial Estates, Unit 10
Cwmbran, Newport, Wales NP44 7PG
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Mini Mania
Logo Keyring

Highest quality chrome key
fob with braided steel loop
and barrel clasp, engraved
with Mini Mania�s �MM� logo.
Comes attractively boxed for
gift-giving.
NMA6010 ............................................. £19.95

MINI Wings Keyring
What better way to hold your MINI
keys than this MINI Logo key chain.
A great gift idea for the
discriminating MINI owner, or for
any MINI fan!

NMA6012 ....................... £7.10

�S� Logo Keyring
A keychain with "S" style!
Custom shaped, hand finished

key chain is red enamel with bold
MINI Cooper "S" logo. Traditional spring

steel split key ring.  Available as pictured
in large or small version.

NMA7631 Large .................................... £17.99
NMA7632 Small .................................... £16.50

Static Cling Window Decals
Get the point across without adhesives; infinitely
repositionable. Great fun for both you and your
fellow motorists! Approx. 9 x 2 inches, choose
from six styles.
NMA9010 �Supercharged Ride� ..............£2.99
NMA9011 �Supercharged Adventure� .....£2.99
NMA9012 �Stop Drooling� .......................£2.99
NMA9013 �No Photos Please� ................ £2.99
NMA9015 �Cooper Adventure� ................ £2.99
NMA9016 �Cooper Oomph� .................... £2.99

MINI Cuckoo Clock
Not a cuckoo, but a MINI shoots

out of its garage at the top
of the hour, with a revving
of an engine and a toot of a
horn. The clock face has

the look of the MINI speedo. Light
sensor turns the sound off at night.
MS667 ................................................... £65.00

Corgi MINI Set
A 'collectors choice', this is
a must have set of Minis.
Three high quality die-
cast New MINIs � red,
white and blue � rest on
a cast plaster base with
instrument panel. Cars are
each 3" long, base is nearly 11" wide.
CC99121 ................................................ CALL

Rechargeable RC MINI
This MINI Cooper comes
complete � ready to run
including batteries and
recharger!  Dual joy stick
control of steering and

acceleration, and turbo
mode for an additional burst of

speed. Incredible detail at 1:12 scale makes this
Cooper look very real. Runs on rechargeable Dickie
NiCd battery pack, or your AA batteries.
TOY37 Yellow only ................................. £49.03

RC MINI Cooper
with Wrist
Controller

This little 4.5" MINI comes
with incredible features.
The digital watch double as the
infra-red remote control unit, and the
MINI has functioning doors, horn, headlights, tail
lights, and even an alarm!  Yellow only.
TOY40 .................................................. £17.49

Corgi New MINI Cooper
From the leading name in model cars! Each one is
a high-quality 1:36 die cast model in a display box.
CC86501 Red/White roof .......................  CALL
CC86502 Silver/Black roof .....................  CALL
CC86503 Black/White roof .....................  CALL
CC86504 Yellow/Black roof ....................  CALL
CC86505 Flamenco/Black roof ...............  CALL
CC86506 Green/White roof ....................  CALL

Infra-Red New MINI
You won't believe an RC car can
be this small!  Complete with a

trigger and wheel type controller,
you can swiftly drive this little MINI
and amaze your friends.
TOY31 .............................. £21.67

These 1/18-scale
cars by Maisto are

die cast, with pas-
senger doors,
back hatch and

bonnet hood that
open. Overall size is 8

inches long, 3 1/2 inches wide,
and 3 1/4 inches high. Attractively boxed for gif t-
giving, if you can bear to part with them.
MODEL31/BLACK ................................ £17.29
MODEL31/GREEN ................................ £17.29
MODEL31/SILVER ................................ £17.29

MINI Slotcar Sets
If racing is in your
blood, you'll need
one of these �John
Cooper Challenge�
slot car sets from
Scalextric! 4-inch
New MINIs  race
along the figure-8

track with crossover points. Additional cars and
track are available from Scalextric! Ages 8 and up.
TOY33 17� Track, Red/Yellow MINIs ....... CALL

New MINI Mugs
Start your day out right ...drink your morning coffee
while contemplating an image of a New MINI! Hefty
ceramic mugs in your choice of styles.
NMA6001 Mini Mania .............................. £5.50
NMA6002 Mini Challenge �01 ................... £5.50

NMA6001 NMA6002

MINI Cooper
Parking

This sign is surely NOT legal to
post on sidewalk in front of
your house but it sure would
be fun to have in your garage
or the fence of your driveway.
Large metal sign,  9"X12".

SIGN07................................................. £14.00

Give A Mini Mania Gift Certificate!
Easy to order on-line in £25 increments. Redeemable for any of our
inventory items � the ideal gift for any enthusiast!     Item UKGIFT

1:24 Diecast
MINI Model

This model has opening
hood, bonnet & doors,
interior light, chasis light
and working headlights.
John Cooper racing style
model.
MMTOY01 ............................................ £11.99
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Haynes
New MINI
Workshop

Manual
NEW from Haynes
and IN STOCK NOW!
The Haynes series of
manuals are the best
for general mainten-
ance as well as for
major repairs and
overhauls. Everything

is covered from checking the oil to rebuilding the
engine. No Mini Cooper owner should be
without one!
Models covered by this manual: Model years 2001
through 2005; Cooper One, Cooper & Cooper S
Hatchback, including option packs 1.5 litre (1598cc)
petrol, including supercharged.
Does NOT cover models with CVT automatic
transmission or Diesel engines.
Does NOT cover features specific to Convertible
or John Cooper 'Works' conversions.  222 pages;
b&w photo illustrations.
4273 ..................................................... £16.95

You & Your New Mini
�Buying, enjoying,
maintaining, modifying"
by Tim Mundy.  Two
years after it first
appeared on the
roads, the New MINI
still turns heads, and
has inspired a lively
aftermarket and tuning
industry. This all-
colour book will
fascinate all New MINI
owners and enthusi-
asts. It includes infor-
mation the New MINI's roots and models, provides
buying advice, and has plenty of invaluable
information on how to keep your MINI in top form,
including engine tuning, performance upgrades,
and cosmetic modifications. Hardback, 8 1/2 x 11
inches, 160 pages, 160 colour illustrations.
BOOK108 ............................................. CALL

02-04 Service Manual
Bentley Publications presents a comprehensive
source of service
information for MINI
Cooper and Cooper �S�
from 2002 to 2004. The
aim throughout this
manual has been
simplicity, clarity and
completeness, with
practical explanations,
step-by-step proce-
dures and accurate
specifications. Though
the do-it-yourself MINI
owner will find this
manual indispensable as a source of detailed
maintenance and repair information, the owner
who has no intention of working on his or her car
will find that owning this manual makes it easier to
discuss repairs more confidently with a
professional technician. 8 1/2 x 11 x 2 inches;
b&w photo illustrations.
BOOK107 ............................................ £55.00

MINI Sunshade
Keep your interior
cooler and protect
your investment. This
insulated and reflec-
tive UVS-100 is
custom fit for your new
Mini (with MINI logo) and
folds easily for storage. Storage bag included.
NMA1009 ............................................. £39.00
NMA1010  w/o UVS-100 ....................... £24.00

Floor Mounted Cup Holder
Designed specifically for the
interior of the MINI, this cup holder
will hold anything from a 12 oz.
soda can to a Big Gulp, whilst
allowing placement to suit your
preference. Simply slip the
base plate of the cup holder
under the edge of your driver's
or passenger's floor mat.
NMI4103 ............................................... £11.07

Waterless Car Duster
Keep your car clean between
washings and before
covering with this
special duster. 14-inch
long re-usable duster has
specially treated soft cotton
brush which lifts dirt off
your car without damaging the finish. Simply shake
the brush to clean � no rinsing necessary! Includes
storage bag with velcro closure.
NMA1042 ............................................. £20.00

Mobility Kit
If you want to switch from
your stock �run-flats� to
conventional tyres but fear
getting stranded with a flat,
here's the answer. The Mobility
Kit contains a 12v compressor
and sealant. Simply fill the tyre with sealant,
re-inflate with the compressor and motor to the
nearest service station for a repair. Fits out of
sight in the rear fender well storage compartments.
NMA4015 .............................................  £39.00MINI Hats

High quality, all-cotton �low profile� embroidered
hats let the world know where your heart is!
HAT08  MINI Wings ................................ £8.50
HAT09 Black  �Cooper S� ....................... £8.50
CAP6  Cooper S Wreath ......................... £7.77
HAT10  Three Classic Minis .................... £8.50
CAP1  Green Cooper Wreath ................. £7.58
HAT03  Mini Mania Motor Racing ............ £8.50
HAT11  �Love MINI� ................................ £8.50
HAT12  Colour Classic ............................ £8.50
CAPMINI Black MINI Wings .................... £7.99

The New MINI Book
This fact-packed, lavishly
illustrated book analyzes the
spectacularly successful Mini
- heritage, the thinking behind
a new-generation car, the
search for an engine/
transmission, what other
Chryslers will use this engine,
the BMW/Rover divorce,
engineering the MINI for global
sales with the prime market in
the US, and speculation on future derivatives.
Appendices list technical specifications,
performance figures and prices. By Graham
Robson.  Hardcover, 144 pages.
BOOK97 .............................................. £17.50

Tire Stem Logo Caps
Dress up even the smallest part of your MINI! Four
designs shown above; sets of four caps.
MSA1123 Cooper ..................................... £8.50
MSA1123/MINI UJ Mini ............................ £8.50
MSA1123/WREATH Cooper Wreath ......... £8.50

Meguiars Car Care
Products

Meguiars is the leading name in
car care, and Mini Mania UK
carries over 50 of their products
to clean and protect the exterior
of your MINI. You won�t find a
better selection anywhere! For a
complete list of offerings, visit

minimaniauk.com/carcare

MINI Dash Covers
Our Custom Fit Dash Covers look great, fit perfectly
and protect your dash from sun damage while
eliminating reflective glare. Available in Black,
Charcoal, or Grey; with or without climate control
sensor provision.
NMI1001 thru NMI1005 ........ £29.00 to £39.92

Search our product listingsSearch our product listingsSearch our product listingsSearch our product listingsSearch our product listings
for for for for for �NMI100��NMI100��NMI100��NMI100��NMI100�
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Padded Armrest
Add comfort to your driving

with this simple but
elegant padded leather
armrest from Newton in
England. Made with
quality English leather,
this armrest sits in the
right position to support
your elbow during the

long commute or weekend
drive.  Handbrake access is

not affected.  Black only, fits 2002-2005 Cooper
and �S�.
NMI4012 ............................................... £89.00

Ultimate Armrest
This comfortable
Armrest is easy to
install and looks
great in your MINI.
It is easily attached

to the center
console while still

offering easy access to
the handbrake.

Retractable pad with a
small storage compartment

beneath. Compartment houses a retractable cup
holder, and the entire armrest assembly can be
'flipped up' out of the way when not in use. Fits
02-05 Cooper and �S�. Choose from Charcoal or
Black leather, and Silver or Black base.
NMI4016 Charcoal/Black ...................... £69.00
NMI4016/BLK Black/Black .................... £69.00
NMI4017 Charcoal/Silver ...................... £69.00
NMI4017/BLK Black/Silver .................... £69.00

Glove Box and Center Console Organisers
Our best-selling Glove Box Organiser doubles the usable space with
its simple but ingenious design. Five separate compartments up to 10
inches wide organise items of all different sizes, including the MINI Cooper
Owners Manual, and prevent them from falling out when the glove box

door is opened. Unique one-piece design
allows for simple installation with no tools required. The coordinating Center
Console Organiser transforms the otherwise wasted space below the
switch panel into a handy spot to stow anything from cell phones and
wallets to your sandwich for lunch.
NMI4101R Glove Box Organizer, 02-05, Right Hand Drive ....... £21.00
NMI4101 Glove Box Organizer, 02-05, Left Hand Drive ........... £20.00
NMI4102 Center Console Organizer, 02-04 .............................. £39.00
NMI4105 Center Console Organizer, 05 .................................... CALL

Universal Armrest
This arm rest fits all models of the Mini, including the face lift models.
Fully adjustable armrest pad, easy installa-tion into rear cup holder and
tilting mechanism to access handbrake. This product is excellent value
for money!
NMI4029 Charcoal Leather ................... £59.99
NMI4029/BLK Black Leather ................ £59.99

Silver Armrest
This arm rest fits all
models of the Mini,
including the face lift
models. Fully adjust-
able armrest pad,
easy installation into
rear cup holder and
tilting mechanism to

access handbrake. This product is excellent value
for money! Silver grey pad, base comes in silver
or black.
NMI4028 Silver base ............................. £59.99
NMI4028/BLK Black base ..................... £59.99

Get the BEST Possible
Interior with Our

Convenience Kits
Special kits include a Glove Box
Organizer, Center Console Organizer,
and the Ultimate Armrest for the ultimate
in comfort and convenience � at a great
price! Colours refer to armrest pad/base.
NMK2000 Char/Black, 02-04 .... £119.00
NMK2002 Char/Silver, 02-04 ..... £119.00
NMK2003 Black/Silver, 02-04 ...  £108.79
NMK2102 Charcoal/Silver, 05 ......CALL
NMK2103 Black/Silver, 05 ............ CALL

Smoked Acrylic Organisers
Now available for all models, these handy  organisers comes in a smoked
glass look to compliment your cars interior.
MMI003 Glove Box Organiser, 02-05 .... £18.00
MMI002 Ctr Console Organiser, 02-04 .. £18.00
MMI001 Ctr Console Organiser, 05 ....... £18.00

Adjustable Armrest
This newest addition to our line of armrests is
everything you�re looking for: sleek, functional and
convenient! Mounted on the side of the driver�s
seat, this little beauty adjusts both height and angle
to fit all drivers and all seat positions. Clamshell
opening reveals extra storage, and flips up out of
the way when necessary. Charcoal leather with
silver base, for standard or lumbar support seats.
Check the product description on our website for
installation instructions.
NMI4040L Standard ...................... £120.00
NMI4040LL Lumbar ...................... £120.00

Dash Replacement Kits
Here is some �eye candy� for your MINI�s interior!
These beautiful wood-grain and carbon fibre dash
upgrades are not �stick-on� products, but actually
replace your existing dash. All items carry an
additional £100 core charge, which will be fully
refunded when you return your old dash parts.
NMA9003 Carbon Fibre ...................... £360.00
NMA9004 Light Wood ......................... £360.00
NMA9005 Red (above) ....................... £360.00
NMA9006 Blue (below) ....................... £360.00

NMA9007 Black
.............. £360.00

NMA9008 Yellow
.............. £360.00

NMA9009 Green
.............. £360.00
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Chrome Trim
Chrome trim adds a distinctive touch of class to your MINI�s largely plastic interior. Make a statement
with these very easy to install bits. Items below vary in materials used (chromed plastic or metal); the
differences in composition and quality are reflected in the prices. Visit our website to view details of
specific items. NMA1011 - Speedo/Tach (for Navigation Sys.) ................... £54.99

NMA1012 - Navigation Panel Bezel .................................... £63.00
NMA1018 - Rear Cupholder Ring (02-04) ........................... £24.99
NMA1020 - Dash Board Vent Rings ................................... £26.99
NMA1021 - Radio Trim Rings.............................................. £28.99
NMA1022 - Loudspeaker Chrome Rings ............................. £39.99
NMA1023 - Tweeter Loudspeaker Chrome Rings ............... £23.99
NMA1024 - Center Vent Chrome Ring................................. £24.99
NMA1025 - Hazard Warning Chrome Rings ........................ £32.00
NMA1026 - Heater control knob Ring.................................. £34.99
NMA1027 - Speedometer Chrome Ring ............................... £35.99
NMA1028 - Tachometer Chrome Ring ................................. £29.99
NMA1029 - Switch Panel Chrome Rings ............................. £54.99
NMA1030 - Gearshift Chrome Ring .................................... £44.00
NMA1041  - Nav Trim Upper/Lower (No Ring) ..................... £34.99
NMA1043 - Center Dash Vent ............................................ £32.99
NMA1044 - Front Ash Tray Trim ......................................... £44.99
NMA1062 - Air Conditioning Ring ........................................ £24.99
NMA1063 - Vent Center Buttons (set of 4) ......................... £29.99
NMA1064 - Turn Signal/Wiper Stem Cap ............................. £19.99
NMA1066 - Door Lock Pins and Surrounds (pair) ............... £33.99
NMA1279 -  Hazard Warning Trim Rings ............................ £10.75
NMA2014 - Door Lock Rings Only (pair) ............................. £17.05
NMA9000 - Console Trim Bars ......................................... £199.99
NMA9001  - Passenger Airbag Trim .................................... £15.65

NMA9000 NMA9001NMA1029

NMA1027

NMA1028

NMA1062
NMA2014

NMA1066

NMA1044
NMA1026

NMA1064

NMA1063

NMA1043

NMA1025
NMA1024

NMA1023

NMA1022

NMA1020

NMA1012

Mini Mania Sill Plates
Dress up your interior and protect this high use
area from scuffs and scratches with our polished
stainless sill plates. Features a laser cut of the
Mini Mania Logo. Easy installation, sold per pair.
NMA1015 ............................................. £20.26

Chrome/Leather
Handbrake Grip

High quality chromed solid brass
and leather parking brake handle.
This replacement handle looks and
feels great with a soft leather grip.
Professional installation recommended.
NMA1036 ............................................. £19.99
NMA1033 without leather trim ............... £15.99

NMA1018

NMA1279

NMA1011

NMA1041

Accent Chrome Kit
If you would like a bit of 'flash in your dash', then
this is the ideal kit for you.  Our Italian-designed
metal chrome accent rings are elegantly
understated, and easily apply to the various
openings on the dash and door. Kit includes rings
for speedometer, tachometer, shift boot retainer,
dashboard vent, center vent, radio, tweeter and
main speakers, warning light, door locks, and a
set of seven accent rings for the switch panel.
NMK2001 ........................................... £319.00

BOLD Chrome Kits
These deep (wide) chrome rings make a BOLD
statement in your MINIs cockpit. Made of highly
polished stainless steel, the bold chrome rings are
available only in the sets offered below. 13-Piece
set (NMA1089) includes a pair of rings for the
large door speakers, rings for the speedometer
and tach, a ring for the gearshift boot, a pair for
the small speakers and door handles, a pair for
the center dash air vents and a set for the cup
holder and ash tray.  14-Piece set (NMA1090)
also includes a ring for the satellite navigation
screen; 16-Piece set (NMA1091) is the same as
NMA1089, with rings for the 2005 factory optional
cockpit chrono package. All are easily held in place
with a little dab of silicone (available separately,
NMD1020-03). Not for Harmon Kardon upgrade.
NMA1089 13-piece ............................. £242.52
NMA1090 14-piece ............................. £242.52
NMA1091 16-piece ................................CALL

Titanium Look Trim Sets
Accessorize your dash with these

high quality 'titanium look'
anodized aluminum trim
rings.  The 4-ring set in-

cludes rings for the
tachometer, speedometer,
and the two center vents.

Simple to install and looks
great.  For cars without Nav System.
NMA1060 Titanium look ........................ £90.54
NMA1060/BLUE Blue (above) .............. £90.54
NMA1060/RED Red .............................. £90.54
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MOMO Shift Knobs
Experience the style and comfort of Momo Shift Knobs. These anatomic
shift knobs are hand crafted in Italy and feature the highest quality
materials. Easy installation.

NMA2002 Air Leather ...........................£57.98
NMA2004 Super Anatomic/Zebrano .... £50.51
NMA2006 Tomahawk ........................£62.07
NMA2007 F16 Evolution ...................£62.32

NMA2002
           NMA2004

          NMA2006
NMA2007

Pedal Set
The oversize ULTRIK three-
piece billet aluminum pedal set
increase driving safety and
makes it easier to use the "heel
& toe" driving technique used
by most performance drivers.
For '02 and '03 cars with manual
transmission. Kit includes all required hardware
and a template to guide you on the installation.
NMA2110 Silver .................................... £49.00
NMA2110/BLK Black ............................ £49.00
NMA2110/RED Red (shown above) ...... £49.00

Cooper Dead Pedal
From MINI, this stainless steel foot rest
provides the same racy look as seen in
the �S�. For LHD Cooper only.
NMI7609 ............................... £17.16

Tax Disc Holder
This brushed aluminumTax Disk Holder comes in a
variety of colours and is a nice addition to your
car.
NMA1500 Silver .................................... £12.95
NMA1501 Blue ...................................... £12.95
NMA1502 Red ...................................... £12.95
NMA1503 Black .................................... £12.95
NMA1504 Purple ................................... £12.95
NMA1505 Gold ..................................... £12.95
NMA1506 Titanium ............................... £12.95
NMA1507 Green ................................... £12.95
NMA1508 Carbon Fibre, Satin Silver ..... £12.95
NMA1509 Carbon Fibre, Titanium ......... £12.95

Competition Pedal Kit
For those of you with a competitive
spirit Mini Mania offers this
competition style pedal
set. Direct replace-
ment for the two
rubber pedals and a
�bolt on� to your existing
throttle pedal. This will
enhance the interior of any of the MINI range.
NMA2123 ............................................. £35.00

Alloy Competition Pedals
Add a little style and excitement to

the interior of your MINI with
these easy to install aluminum
pedals. Race style �heel and
toe�, these will look great on
any of the MINI range.

NMA2109 ................... £29.50

Universal Cup Holder
Created by the Fischer Company,

this universal Folding Cup
Holder addresses the lack of
a large forward cup holder.
Easily installed and folds flat
when not in use.

NMI4303 .................. £10.46

Halogen Co-Pilot Light
If you have a 'co-pilot', navigator or just
a friend trying to help you find your way
at night, then this 12 volt halogen light is
the right answer.  Plugs into the cigarette
lighter outlet; its flexible neck allows you
to aim the light where you need it and not
into the driver's eyes.
NMI6001 ............................................... £14.71

Slant Top Shift
Knobs

Now available for the
Mini One & Cooper. This
�slant top� gear knob is
a replacement for the
standard OEM part.

Fitting instructions and
allen key included.

NMA2015 6-spd, Silver ......................... £26.95
NMA2016 6-spd, Titanium ..................... £26.95
NMA2017 5-spd, Silver ......................... £26.95
NMA2018 5-spd, Titanium ..................... £26.95

CG Lock Seat Belt Tensioner
The CG-Lock attaches to
the tongue of your daily
driver's existing 3-point,
factory installed seat

belt. Once installed,
pulling up on the shoulder belt

tightens the lap belt portion
"racing harness tight". The

shoulder harness remains unre-
strained as normal for maximum
arm and upper body movement.
By eliminating the sliding and
bracing typical in a daily driver,
you can keep your hands light on the
wheel and both feet on the pedals. The
result is improved car control and faster laps. SCCA
legal for SOLO II Autocross, and equally useful for
your daily commute.
NMC1205 ............................................. £31.95

Stainless
Hatch Strut

Covers
Seriously: don�t you think

those large rear hatchback
struts could use some dressing

up? Carefree stainless steel
slips into place; sold per pair.

NMA4031 ............................................. £17.50

Pedal Set
for CVT

Oversized two-piece pedal
set for CVT (automatic) MINIs,
2002 - 2005. Silver only.
NMA2112 .............................................. £49.00

Easy-Pull Seat Straps
Tired of reaching into the car to pull the rear seats
upright? These ingenious pulls will give your back

some relief. Simply remove
headrest to install the pull and
you�re done! When not in use,
the straps secure themselves
to the back of the seats with
hook-and-loop tape.
NMI4130 ................. £12.12

Boot Cargo Net
From MINI, this net holds all
kinds of cargo securely in your
boot. S-hooks included for
installation.

NMA7602 ............................................. £22.09
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Flame Headlamp
Rings

Chromed plastic.
NMA1234 ................ £45.00

Stainless Mesh
Hood Grilles

Rust-free stainless mesh
grilles replace the stock
units, and simply snap into place.
NMA1067 .............................................. £45.00

Chrome Look intake Grilles
Chromed plastic
grilles install easily
over the stock black
units.
NMA1221 . £45.00

Side Molding Kit
Chromed plastic of the highest quality looks like a
factory option. Easy adhesive tape installation.
NMA1241 ............................................. £78.99

Bonnet Scoop
High-quality chromed plastic.
Cooper S.
NMA1100 .............. £49.99

Stainless
Rear Mesh

For Cooper S only.
NMA1101 ......... £49.00

Stainless
Front Mesh

For Cooper S only.
NMA1104......... £49.00

Door Handle
Cup Inserts

Chromed plastic, per pair.
NMA1230 ......... £23.00

Mirror Covers
NMA1201 RHD .......... £46.00
NMA1200 LHD .......... £46.00

Mirror Trim
Rings

NMA1205 ...............£45.00

Tail Lamp Trim
NMA1236 .................. £49.00

Antenna Bezel &
Jet Covers

NMA1240 .................. £15.00

Chrome ABC Pillar Trim
Six-piece set covers
all vertical pillars with
chromed plastic.
Center portion of A-
pillar has a matte-
finish texture. The B/
C trim kit is metal.

NMA1237 A/B/C, 6 pcs. ........................£45.00
NMA1105 B/C only, 4 pcs. ..................... £59.00

License Plate Surround
and Trunk Lid Trim

Shown together, sold
separately. Trunk Lid
is the polished  piece
along the top of the
license plate sur-
round.
NMA1232  Plate surround ..................... £39.99
NMA1233  Trunk lid trim ....................... £28.99

Side Marker Trim
Lights and lenses not included.
NMA1238 Flames ................................. £29.00
NMA1239 Cross-hatch ......................... £29.00

Stainless Intake Grilles
Honeycomb pattern, install easily with a small
amount of silicone.
NMA1000 ............................................. £45.00

5 Piece Lamp Trim Set
Adds a chrome touch to the fog lights, front turn
signals, and rear backup light.
NMA1037 Cooper �S� ............................. £45.00
NMA1235 Cooper .................................£29.00

Boot Lid Bottom Trim
NMA1102 .............................................. £44.00

Rear Bumper Trim
NMA1103 ............................................ £114.17

Chrome Bumper Kit
Cooper only, 2002-2004.
NMA3100 Front/Rear ............................£97.00
NMA3103 Rear only ............................. £54.99

Washer Jet
Covers Only

NMA1019 for 02 - 04 ............................. £18.00
NMA1019-05 for 05 - 06 ....................... £18.00

Fuel Cap Ring
 Fits the recessed area
surrounding the chrome gas
cap on Cooper �S�.
NMA1065 ................ £49.00
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Mirror Cover Sets
These simple to install mirror
covers are held in place
with double backed tape;
they fit perfectly, protect the
stock mirror, and look
fantastic!
NMA1250 Union Jack, LHD .................. £69.99
NMA1250RHD Union Jack, RHD .......... £69.99
NMA1251 Carbon Look, LHD ............... £69.99
NMA1251RHD Carbon Look, RHD ....... £69.99
NMA1253 Checkered Flag, LHD ........... £69.99
NMA1253RHD Checkered Flag, RHD .. £69.99

Compact Antenna
Here is a very simple but stylish addition to
your MINI that will enhance the look and
maintain reception quality. Only
2 5/8 inches tall, designed to taper perfectly
with the base, the sturdy compact
antenna simply screws into your existing
antenna mount.  Fits 02-05 models.
NMA7500 ............................................. £17.50

Venturi Hood Scoop
The factory hood scoop is designed with a delicate
balance between aesthetics and functionality.  This
Venturi Scoop is a functional upgrade which
improves the 'ram effect' forcing more air to the
intercooler.  Increased air flow into the hood scoop
lowers the inlet temperature, producing more
horsepower (or fewer 'lost horsepower' due to
heat).  Made from plastic with a carbon fiber look,
easy to install with pre-applied adhesive.
NMA1310 ............................................. £95.78

Mirror �Bras�
Black vinyl with cotton
lining. Elastic band outer
edges for a snug fit with
a velcro strap  to keep
the bra in place even at
the highest speeds. Fits
Cooper and Cooper �S�. Sold as a pair.
NMA7015 Black .................................... £18.18
NMA7015C Carbon Look ...................... £18.18

Anti-Theft Antenna Kit
This sleek aerial adds a touch of colour to
the roof of your MINI. Unique anti-theft design
makes for easy removal for the occasional
drive-through car wash. Coloured bits are
anodized aluminum, rod is stainless steel;
approx. 7 inches long. Additional screws,
allen wrenches and instructions included.
NMA7501 Red ............................ £19.99
NMA7502 Black .......................... £19.99
NMA7503 Silver .......................... £19.99
NMA7504 Blue ........................... £19.99

Cooper Gas Cap Upgrade
Upgrade your Cooper gas cap to the stylish �S�

gas cap. Direct replace-
ment with no drill ing
necessary. The chrome
cap flips up to allow
access to the stock gas
cap.  Replacement collar
comes primered grey
ready to paint.  Not for
Cabrio models.

NMX1050 ..............................................£52.00

Sunroof Wind Deflector
If you're tired of the wind noise when your Mini
Cooper sunroof is open, here is your solution.
Designed to smooth air flow over an open sunroof
to minimize wind noise, this high quality piece is
contoured for an exact fit with your Mini Cooper's
roof line.
NMX1100 .............................................. £35.00

Antenna Windsplit
Streamline your antenna base
with this Shark Fin Antenna
Base Cover for a more aero-
dynamic look.  Simple five minute
installation. Fits Cooper and Cooper S '02 - '04
NMA1263 Carbon Look ........................ £19.99
NMA1264 Black .................................... £19.99
NMA1265 White .................................... £19.99
NMA1266 Chrome ................................ £19.99

Genuine Carbon Fibre Trim
The hottest look on the streets today is ultra high-
tech carbon fibre. Incredibly strong and light as a
feather, carbon fibre is used to make entire body
panels for race cars to save weight. If you can�t
afford that, you can at least add these genuine
carbon fibre trim pieces to make your MINI stand
out. The bonnet scoop mounts using factory
attachments; mirror covers and door handle cups
apply with adhesive.
NMA1051 Scoop ................................. £189.99
NMA1052 Mirror Covers ..................... £124.99
NMA1058 Door Cups ............................ £99.99

Fuel Cap Cover
For Cooper only, upgrade to �S�
look! Chromed plastic.
NMX1057 ...................£23.64

Solid Aluminum
Fuel Door

Unequalled in quality and style!
Retains the stock internal
factory locking system.
NMX1055 ............... £81.00

Checkered Roof
Decals

"English Taxi" checkered pattern for
your roof!  Decal colours may not
match the factory MINI colours.
Roof colour will show through.
NMX4020B Black ...........£78.00
NMX4020W White .......... £70.75

Union Jack
Roof Decal

The ultimate MINI roof
treatment! Vinyl decal
extends to the roof
gutter lines. May require
some slight modification to fit your
particular roof size. Requires white roof; call for
other colour roofs.
NMX4024 Full Roof ............................. £115.96
NMX4025 ..............................................£75.00

Anti-Theft
Valve Caps
Fed up with having
your valve caps
stolen? These spin-
ning tyre valve caps
come with a locking

key for your keyring. Set
of four.

MMC001B Blue .....................................£12.95
MMC001BLK Black .............................. £12.95
MMC001G Gold .................................... £12.95
MMC001R Red .....................................£12.95
MMC001S Silver ................................... £12.95
MMC001T Titanium ............................... £12.95
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Clear Tail Lamps
Make yourself perfectly clear
with this tail lamp set from
MINI. Includes clear third
brake lamp; red reflectors
will be needed to comply
with DOT regulations.

NMA3034 .............. £208.43

PIAA Driving Lights
Factory style driving lights,
but higher quality. Kit
includes a pair of 540
Xtreme white driving lights,
two mounting brackets,
wiring harness, relay,
switch and mounting hardware. The lights are 5"
diameter, with removable stone guards included.
Rally lights are on when normal driving lights are
on and can be turned off with the switch provided
in the kit.
NMA3022 ........................................... £204.81

Driving Light Covers
The best way to protect and

stylize your OEM driving
lights is with the use of
these snap-on covers.
Easy to store when not in

use and ultra lightweight!
NMA1262 Union Jack ........................... £50.00
NMA1260 Carbon Look ........................ £28.78
NMA1261 Chrome ................................ £30.55

Econo Driving
Light Covers

Lightweight  black plastic
covers with the MINI name
easily snap on and off OEM

driving lights.
NMA1259 ..................... £14.46

OEM Driving
Lights

Genuine factory Rally Light
option, complete with two
driving lights and all mounting
hardware, wiring and switch
to upgrade your new Mini to
the rally look. The chrome
case is 5" in diameter with a
4" diameter lens.
NMA3030 ........................................... £145.00 White Side Repeater Lens

Change your stock orange side
repeater lights to our special
white lenses to give your MINI
an elegant look. Fitted with
special orange bulbs to meet
DOT requirements. Priced each, two required per
car. For MINI Cooper only.
NMA3031 ................................... £16.00 each
NMA3039 Replacement bulbs, ea. .......... £2.04

Shark Gill Side Lights/Trim
Chrome Side Vent
Grilles complete
with clear side
repeater lenses
and orange bulbs.
NMA3032 ............................................. £49.99

Vinyl Light Covers
 These durable vinyl covers are
lined with cotton and look good
and fit great. Sold as a pair.
NMA7016 Black ......... £12.50
NMA7016C Carbon Look
.................................. £15.99

Power2Night
Headlamp

Bulbs
Designed and focused

for the tuning market,
Power2Night GT150 bulbs from Philips delivers
the maximum beam performance whilst also
enhancing the visual look of the vehicle. Made to
high OE quality, the bulb also provides the
reassuring durability that has come to be expected
of all Philips Automotive Lighting products. GT150
is fully street legal and complies with European
Regulation 37 (ECE37). The bulb is filled with Xenon
gas to give maximum beam performance but unlike
other bulbs it also features a Blue Top to enhance
the styling look of transparent headlights with a
blue effect.
MM1022 ................................................ £22.62

�Smoked� Repeater Lamps
If you are tired of the
normal looking side market
lamps this is a great
alternative. Direct replace-
ment for the original and provide
a smoked apperance to match
your smoked tail lamps!
MM1024 ................................................ £18.00

SilverVision Bulbs
The cool and stylish look
which car designers
desire to produce with
the all-silvered head-
lamp module is taken to
perfection by replacing
the amber coloured indicator bulb with the new
Philips SilverVision. Fully interchangable with
standard PY21W bulb. Complies with ECE
regulations and is fully road legal. Base: BAU15,s
MM0120 ................................................ £11.45

New Era LED Repeaters
No more bulb changes, ever! The New Era side
repeater lights use a cluster of LED lights in place
of the incandescent bulbs; they�re very rugged
and won�t burn out for about 100 years (give or
take). Direct replacement for the original.
MM1023 ................................................ £25.50

Chrome Effect
Tail Lamps

Brighten up the rear of your
car with these chrome effect
rear tail lights. These lights
meet all specifications making
them completely road legal,
and are easy to fit direct
replacements. Comes with
orange indicator bulbs.
MMCHRLIGHT ..................................... £70.00

Xenon Effect
Bulbs

Give your MINI�s
headlamps that xenon
headlight effect for a
fraction of a cost, with
these blue tint bulbs. Sold
as a pair.
MM1026 ...........£21.24

�Blue Vision� Capless Bulbs
Now you can have that blue
vision effect for your front
sidelights, with these
capless direct replacement
bulbs from Philips. Easy
installation. Sold as pair.
MM1025 .................................................. £8.47

Emergency
Bulb Kit

This emergency bulb kit
replaces 99% of the bulbs
and fuses found in the New
MINI, in an easy-to-store
plastic container. (Does not
include Xenon-related bulbs.)
MMBULBKIT ...........£5.99
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�Powered by Mini Mania�
If you have Mini Mania products in your car, let the
world know with this classy badge kit!  Includes
one for the exterior (1 5/8 x 5") and one for your
dash (3/4 x 2 1/2").
BADGE09 ..............................................£6.99

Powered By MM Decal
Clear poly exterior
decal, 1.5" x 6".
DECAL41 ... CALL

OEM Bonnet Stripes
Carry on the Cooper tradition!
�Long� version is installed as
shown here; �Short�
version is placed closer
to the center of the
bonnet, in Classic Mini
Cooper style. Heavy
gauge vinyl. Combine with
"John Cooper Signature" (below) for one cool look.
NMX4050 Long, White ........................... £19.00
NMX4051 Long, Black ........................... £19.00
NMX4060 Short, White .......................... £19.00

Cabrio Wind Screen
Have a conversation without raising your
voice and minimize 'wild hair'! The Cabrio
wind screen dramatically  reduces wind
turbulence in the cockpit when the top is
down. Conveniently folds in to a quality
carrying case for easy storage.  Installation
takes less than a minute and simply 'snaps'
into place. Once you drive with this wind
screen, you'll be glad you made the
investment.
NMA7638 ................................. £250.00

Cabriolet Chrome Badge
This Chrome Badge is 146 x 24mm showing
Cabriolet. A nice addition to your collection.
MMCABRIOBADGE............................... £7.99

16V Chrome
Badge

This Chrome Badge is 45 x 115mm
showing 16V.

MM16VBADGE ......................... £7.99

GB Badge
This Chrome Badge
shows the letters GB for
that British look.

MMUKBADGE ....................................... £7.95

Union Jack
Badge

This Chrome Badge is
70 x 40mm showing the
Union Jack.
MMUJBADGE ........................................ £9.99

Chrome Boot Hinge Covers
Now available are
these reat chrome boot
lid hinge covers for the
convertible. Easy fit
(instructions included).
This will brighten up the
rear of your Mini for life!!
Sold as a pair.

MM1200 for Cabrio only ........................£24.00

Adhesive Headlight Covers
Protect your expensive
headlights with these easily
installed light covers. The
optically clear covers stay
soft to absorb most impacts
from stones and gravel and fit
perfectly. Also includes covers
for the front turn signal
indicators. Two versions, for
MINIs with or without factory
headlight washers.

NMA3010 w/o washers ......................... £29.00
NMA3012 with washers ........................ £29.00

OEM Mudflaps
Tired of scrubbing your
rockers?  Not only will
these mud flaps protect
the side of your vehicle
from rock chips, they help
keep it clean from mud
and tar.  This is one of the
least expensive ways to
keep your MINI looking
great! Fits Cooper and 'S'.

NMX8100 Front, �02-�05 models ............ £20.00
NMX8101 Rear, �02-�04 ......................... £20.00
NMX8102 Rear, 2005 ............................£20.00

Yakima Bike and Ski Racks
The Yakima rack system installs easily in minutes � no need to
drill holes in your roof. The basic system includes four rack
towers, locks and clamps, and two cross bars. Add the optional
items listed below to hold your bicycle or skis/snowboard. 75
lb. maximum load.
NMA8000 Basic rack system ................................£191.67
NMA8007047 38" wind fairing ................................. £34.67
NMA8002000 Bicycle tray (each) ........................... £80.79
NMA8002067 Wheel fork (each) ............................. £16.42
NMA8003063 Ski/snowboard rack (pair) ................. £74.50

Windshield Graphics
These decals are designed to fit the exact curve of
your MINI's windscreen. Cooper graphics are white
vinyl; MiniMania.com is silver with blue outline.
NMX4062 Cooper �S� ............................. £13.77
NMX4063 Cooper ................................. £13.94
NMX4064 MiniMania.com ........................£7.07

Cooper Bonnet Signature
Sold per pair.
NMX4061 Black . £12.00
NMX4065 White . £12.00
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ZEEMAX Body Kit
The ZEEMAX CSR body conversion kit is a unique
and original kit manufactured in reinforced
composite to the highest standard.  The kit is not
only stunning, but is aerodynamically functional.
The conversion allows for the fitment of 17, 18, or
19 inch wheels.  The kit consists of Front Bumper
Spoiler, Rear Bumper, two Side Sills, four Wheel
Arches (six pieces) complete with fitting brackets.
Roof Spoiler and Front Splitter are optional, call for
details. Fits both Cooper and Cooper �S�;
professional installation recommended. Special
order items; oversize shipping charges apply.
NMX2032 ......................................... £1,879.00

CarZone Body Kit
This quality body kit will give your MINI an aggres-
sive look. This fiberglass kit includes front and
rear bumper caps, side sills, and fender flares.
Fits Cooper, Cooper One (UK), and Cooper �S�.
Professional installation recommended. Special-
order item; oversized freight charges apply.
NMX2033 ............................................ £927.45

Orciari Body Kit
Here is a quality body kit to give your Cooper S a
stylish look.  This ABS plastic kit includes front
and rear bumper caps, and side sills to complete
the look. Fits Cooper S. Professional installation
recommended. Special-order item; oversized
freight charges apply.
NMX2034 ............................................ £799.00

Body Mods by Hamann
Add a new look to your MINI with these stylish modifications from
Hamann. Quality German craftsmanship ensures an accurate fit. As
with all body kit parts, these items are unpainted. Professional installation
is strongly recommended. Special order only.

Front Spoiler
NMA4900 Cooper ............................... £199.99
NMA4901 Cooper �S� ........................... £239.99

Side Skirts
For Cooper and �S�.
NMA4902 ......... £299.99

Roof Spoiler
For Cooper and �S�.
NMA4903 ......... £249.99

Fuel Cap Cover
Attention to detail is how Hamann
has built its reputation, and this
extremely high quality, detailed gas
cap cover is an example of
German craftsmanship!  Cooper
only, allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

NMA4906 ........................................... £254.99

Rear Diffuser
For Cooper and �S�. NMA4905 fits into stock bumper.
NMA4904 .. £309.99

Radiator Grille
NMA4908 ........................................... £154.99

OEM Aero Body Kit
This is the complete Factory Aero Body Kit and
includes front spoiler, rear valance, side skirts,
new grilles, and license plate carrier.  All parts
come primered and ready to paint.  For Cooper
and  �S� without Parking Distance Control. Profes-
sional installation recommended. Special order item;
oversize shipping charges apply.
NMX2000 Cooper �S� .............................. CALL
NMX2001 Cooper ............................... £853.88

Car Covers
Keep your MINI looking like new and save time
between washings. We have a range of car
covers for every model! Call or see our website
for fabric descriptions and applications.
Stormproof, Grey, MC, MCS, Cabrio

NMA1008.......................................... £79.00
Stormshield, hardtop models

NMA1001  Grey .............................. £115.00
NMA1001BL  Light Blue .................. £110.00
NMA1001R  Red ............................. £119.00

Coverbond4, Grey, hardtop models
NMA1004.......................................... £79.00
NMA1040  Cab Cover Only ............ £100.00

Tyvek, white, hardtop models
NMA1003.......................................... £79.00

NMA1040 Cab Cover

Car Cover Accessories
NMA1005  Lock Kit .................................£5.00
NMA1007  Storage Bag .......................... £7.00
NMA1006  �Coverking� Duffel Bag ........ £15.00

Front End Protection
We have a wide selection of
bras in black and �carbon
look� vinyl, with a variety
of options, for the
Cooper, Cooper S, and
Cabrio models. Two-
piece full coverage bras

r a n g e
from £63.43 to £81.28; one-
piece Sport Bras start at
£27.22. Call or visit our
website to find the right one

for your MINI!

www.minimaniauk.com
/minibras
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�Supercharged� Engine
Decal

White lettering and a red S outlined in silver against
a semi-black background. Direct replacement for
the MINI emblem on all Cooper S engines.
NMA1280 ............................................. £14.75

Door Hinge
Dress-Up Set

This kit includes a set of eight
plastic chrome caps for the
exposed factory nuts on the
door hinges (four per side, two
per hinge).  These caps simply
snap over the factory nuts.
NMA1282 .................. £16.35

Radiator Reservoir
Replace your leak prone plastic radiator reservoir
tank with this polished aluminum version.  Attractive
and durable beyond belief, this new addition will
brighten up your engine bay! Complete the look
with the chrome cap NME2041.
NME2040 Reservoir ........................... £156.16
NME2041 Cap ...................................... £32.54

PS Bracket, Coil Nut Covers
A total of six plastic chrome nut caps are included
in this set, four covering the nuts securing the
ignition coil, and two covering the nuts securing
the power steering bracket to the rear fire wall.
NMA1278 ............................................. £10.75

Inner Fender Dress-Up Set
Six chrome plated Torx
screws replace the
three fender screws
next to the bonnet strut
on each side. The
chrome plastic bolt caps
go on the 10mm bolts
next to the bonnet strut
(one on each side), and the third goes on the
bracket attached to the passenger side engine
mount (02 - 04 models only).
NMA1281 ............................................. £19.95

Skid Plate
Even a stock MINI is
fairly low to the ground
and can use some
protection on the
underside. The factory
installs a short plastic
deflector, but a serious
driver should consider
the ULTRIK Steel Skid
Plate as a replacement. It
attaches in the stock location but also extends
further back, and can prevent loss of power
steering caused by road debris. The ULTRIK Skid
Plate weighs 22.5lbs, steel with a powder coated
finish; fits Cooper and Cooper �S� 2002 and later.
NMA3041 ............................................. £75.00

Power Steering Fan Shield
This easy to install, stainless steel guard gives
you peace of mind for a low price. The power
steering pump cooling fan on
the 02 - 03 MINI is very
vulnerable to damage from
road debris. Any road debris
which gets caught in the fan
will blow the fan's fuse �
causing you lose power
steering! The 04 models  added a plastic shield,
but even it has some gaps which could let small
debris through. Our fan shield fits 2002-2004 MINI
Cooper and Cooper �S�.
NMA3042 ............................................. £26.12

Strut Tower Caps
Only fits cars equipped with the sport suspen-
sion option. Set of two.
NMA1270 ...................................... £21.50

NMA1270
& NMA1275

ACCESSORIZE YOUR ENGINE!
If �the devil is in the details�, you will love how your MINI looks after you add
these chrome bits! Made in copper, hand polished and then chrome plated for a
lasting shine. They will never pit or rust, and put a nice finishing touch under
your hood.

Ground Strap
Nut Covers

Goes on the nuts
securing the large
ground strap between
the engine mount and
frame rail on the
passenger side (LHD) of the engine
compartment. Set of two.
NMA1273 ...................................... £12.55

Engine Oil Cap
Slips over the factory
engine oil cap.  The
center of the cap is
open so the factory
yellow wording shows
through.
NMA1274 ...................................... £12.55

Strut Tower Nut Covers
These chrome cap covers simply slips over
the nuts securing the front strut assembly
inside the strut towers. Set of six.
NMA1275 ...................................... £21.50

Power
Steering

Reservoir Set
This two-piece set
covers the top half of the
power steering reservoir
bottle, while the cap slips
over the factory cap. The
center is open to show the factory wording.
NMA1276 ...................................... £22.40

AC Check Valve Set
These vented caps simply slip over the two
plastic AC check valve caps, located towards
the front drivers side (LHD) of the engine bay.
NMA1277 ...................................... £10.75

Brake
Reservoir Cap

This chrome cap cover
simply slips over the
factory plastic cover. The
center of the cap is open
so the factory yellow
wording shows through.
NMA1272 ...................................... £12.55

Radiator
Reservoir Cap

Slips over the existing cap,
fits Cooper �S� only.
NMA1271 ............. CALL
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K&N Filter Care Kits
This filter care service kit is a
six-step maintenance system
to recharge your K&N Filter-
charger air filter. Includes a 12
oz. spray bottle of cleaner
(never use gasoline or
solvents) plus a 6.5 oz.
aerosol can of oil to improve
filter effectiveness.  Completely
restores air flow efficiency so
your Filtercharger performs like new!
99-5000 ..................................................£8.63

Similar to above, with 12 oz. spray bottle of cleaner
and 8 oz. squeeze bottle of oil.
99-5050 ................................................. CALL

Foam Filter Maintenance Kit
Proper maintenance of the foam filter
is crucial for efficient and safe
operation for maximum performance
and engine protection.  This
maintenance kit designed specifically
for foam filters includes A 14.5 oz
aerosol can of foam filter cleaner and
a 5.5 oz aerosol can of foam filter oil.
NME2000 ............................£7.95

Foam Air Cleaner Element
Foam Element replaces OE
filter with washable, re-
usable foam for better air
flow and performance.
There is no easier way
to pick up horsepower

than to simply change your air
filter.  This high-tech filter will not only reduce the
dirt getting into your engine, but the air flow increase
will result in a consistent performance increase
over the entire RPM range.
The principle of how foam
air filters work is simple:
"Open Cell" Polyurethane
Foam is wetted with
specially developed filter oil.
The "sticky" filter oil is suspended in
the path of the dirty air on the strands of

the web-like cell structure of the
foam. This makes it
impossible for dirt to pass
through the depth of the
filter without sticking to
the strands. As the outer

strands become loaded with dirt particles, the
wetted strands down stream start trapping dirt,
allowing the entire thickness to be utilized. This
prevents surface loading or air restriction for 80%
of the service life of the air filter element. When
the filter is sufficiently dirty, it can be easily
washed, re-oiled, and re-used.
NME2001 Cooper, 01-04 ....................... £14.99
NME2016 Cooper, 05 ............................£14.99
NME2101 Cooper �S� ............................. £16.40

Cold Air Intake System
All automotive engines are sophisticated air pumps
and thus an efficient air delivery system is critical
to performance. The dyno-engineered ULTRIK Cold
Air Intake System improves air flow, performance
and filtration by maximizing the ram air intake while
still keeping the air as cold as possible, insuring
maximum air density and optimum horsepower.
Real horsepower gains have been reported on
many independent dynos.
Kit includes a redesigned intake, housing cover,
and a high performance filter element which is
washable and re-usable. Fits Mini Cooper from
'02 thru '04. Use NME2001 or NME2005 as
replacement filter if needed.
NME2002 Cooper ................................. £79.00

K&N Induction Kit
K&N Cold Air Intake System
with K&N's high flow filter
offers increased air
volume and velocity
combined with excellent
filtration.  Designed to
increase horsepower and
acceleration, the filter is
washable and reusable.
Lasts up to 50,000 miles
before cleaning is required
(depending on driving

conditions).  The filter carries a 10- Year / Million
Mile Limited Warranty from K&N.   Polished
aluminum; Cooper �S� only.
NME2004 ............................................ £235.00

K&N Reusable
Filter Element

Replaces OE filter with a
washable, reusable element

for better air flow and performance.  Cooper only.
This filter will work as a replacement for the Mini
Mania cold air intake system
NME2005 Cooper .................................£33.00
NME2009 Cooper �S� ............................. £34.73

ULTRIK/K&N Cold Air Intake
System for Cooper �S�

Improved airflow into the supercharger = more
horsepower = better performance!
The ULTRIK K&N equipped Cold Air
Intake System results in cooler and
more efficient air delivery
to the Cooper 'S'
supercharger.
The filter element in
this is a re-usable
K&N element known
for its excellent
filtration, high flow
characteristics, long life and outstanding
manufacturer's warranty (ten year, one million
mile). The dyno-engineered ULTRIK Cold Air Intake
system improves airflow, performance and
filtration.  Dyno results shows a less restrictive
intake delivering cool air means more power from
your engine.
The stainless steel airbox uses a wider design
with chamfered base to enable better airflow
across the entire filter wile providing adequate
clearance from other engine compartment devices.
NME2030 ............................................ £109.99

ULTRIK Cloth Filter Intake
System

Same high-performance Cold Air Intake as
NME2030, using a high flow reusable cloth filter
manufactured exclusively for Mini Mania. Cooper
�S� only.
NME2032 .............................................. £99.95

Interior Ventilation Filter
Here is a maintenance item that many

people overlook.  The design-
ers at MINI took the time to

create a clean en-
vironment in your

cab by using an
interior air filtration

system.  Unfortunately, like any other filter, it must
be replaced in order to continue providing clean
filtered interior air. This higher quality 'carbon
activated' filter traps replaces the stock paper filter
to remove dust, odors and chemical fumes in its
highly absorbent  charcoal granules. Easily
installed by even the most �mechanically
challenged�! Fits Cooper and Cooper �S�.
NMI6000 ................................................ CALL

Filter Care
Use of solvent or other
solutions will damage your
filter and void your K&N
warranty! Keep your K&N air
filter in top form with these
specially formulated cleaning
products. Use NME2011 to
clean your filter, and apply
K&N�s Filter Oil (NME2010) to

enable the filter to trap dirt particles. Cleaner comes
in 12 fl. oz. pump spray (355 ml); oil comes in 8 oz.
squeeze bottle.
NME2011 Cleaner ................................... £6.28
NME2010 Oil ........................................... £3.91
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A Technology Breakthrough
for Your MINI

KONI GOLDS Shocks with
Frequency Selective

Damping
KONI GOLDS Shocks with Frequency Selective
Damping (FSD) offer both greater comfort AND
improved handling capability!
The FSD's revolutionary technology was designed
and patented by KONI to end the compromise be-
tween comfort and road-holding. These shocks
auto-matically adjust to road conditions as well as
driving style, delivering greater stability and control,
and therefore greater driving pleasure.
KONI Golds with FSD technology will transform
your MINI into a smoother riding daily driver while
also enhancing suspension performance. Fits all
models built March 2003 and later.
NMS3060 ............................................ £650.00

Aluminum Front Strut Brace
The Aluminum Upper Strut Brace improves
handling by reducing that jittery
feeling when traveling around
a bumpy corner. It ties
together the two
front upper strut
towers, increasing
front chassis rigidity
for quicker steering
response and better handling. This results in a
much more stable feel during cornering and over
rough pavement.
NMS4008 ............................................ £109.00

Titanium Strut Brace
The Mini Mania Front Upper Strut Brace ties together the two front upper strut towers, significantly
reducing flex in the forward part of the chassis. This results in better front wheel traction and a much
more stable feel during cornering and over road imperfections. Our  billet-style strut brace is stiffer
than other promotional tubular braces, and is a must for cars with lowered suspensions or �plus� tire/
wheel combinations. Easy bolt-in installation. Can be used with stock or coilover suspension.

NMS4006 ............................................................................................ £200.00

Carbon Fiber Strut Brace
This 100% carbon fiber strut brace
is INCREDIBLE! Not just a piece of
cosmetic jewelry so common in the
market, this strut tower brace is a
precision crafted structural
component from one of the
most respected compo-
site manufacturers in the
industry. Extremely
lightweight and twice as
strong as aluminum.
The show-quality
autoclave process carbon
center bar (not carbon fiber
covered metal) is mounted to
the car with lightweight CNC machined
aluminum towerplates. Its hinge-free
design ensures maximum reduction in
chassis flex. Comes complete with a re-moulded
cover for the ECU to allow proper clearance.
NMS4007 ............................................ £179.00

Technical Discussion
(Simplified Version)

The FSD feature is a hydraulic amplifier that
delays the build up of pressure. Since it is
an integrated part of the hydraulic valve
system inside the damper, no additional
cables, sensors or any other electronic
devices are needed to operate an FSD
damper.
FSD is the simplest and most economic way
to significantly improve the ride and driving
characteristics of every car, without the
extra expense of computer technology,
complex electronics and sensors.

EBC Greenstuff Brake Pads
EBC Greenstuff
Brake Pads deliver
increased stopping
power, reduced brake
fade and reduce wheel
dust by up to 80% over
many aftermarket semi-
metallic offerings.
This high performance roadsport material delivers
safe and effective road braking in intermittent
traffic conditions, yet is ready to deliver in-depth
braking power when called upon.
NMB1100  Front .................................... £49.92
NMB1101  Rear .................................... £43.49

KONI Height-Adjustable
Coilovers

Similar to the KONI adjustable shocks but with
improve-ments in valving to match the springs for
a complete suspension solution. The low pressure
gas-hydraulic, twin-tube design improves ride
quality over mono tube designs.

Height is adjustable
from slightly lower
than stock to 'too low'
� approx. 0.75� to
1.5" lower than stock
on our car.
On the softest
setting, these coil-
overs offer better

ride over stock with better handling.
NMS3050 ............................................ £850.00

Stage I Brake Upgrade Kit
The Stage 1 Brake
Upgrade Kit is designed
to improve pedal feel
and stopping perfor-
mance in your street-
driven MINI with
GREATLY REDUCED
DUSTING. The EBC
Green Stuff perfor-
mance pads use

improved friction
materials that generate little

dust. Your wheels will stay
sharp and clean looking without daily washings!
The stainless brake lines reduce the flex inherent
in rubber brake hoses; you will notice a more solid
feel when you step on the brake, and improved
stopping performance. Professional installation
recommended.
NMK3201 .............................................. CALL

Mini Mania UK carries a full selection of the best

PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
for SERIOUS ENTHUSIASTS

Let�s face the facts: more horsepower means more FUN behind the wheel!
When you�re ready to take your MINI to the next level, come see us. Mini Mania
carries a full line of upgrades for every application, from daily drivers to
dedicated race cars. Visit our website and browse our On-Line Store!

Exhaust Systems ! Transmissions
Anti-Sway Bars ! Suspension ! Brakes
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8mm Plug Wire Set
High quality plug wires that not
only provide great
performance but
also allow you to
colour balance your
engine compartment. Plug
Wire Set has 8mm carbon core with Black silicone
jacket and premium factory style plug connectors.
NME3002 Black .................................... £16.99
NME3002B Blue .................................... £16.99
NME3002R Red .................................... £16.99
NME3002Y Yellow ................................. £16.99

MINI Engine Scan/Reset TMINI Engine Scan/Reset TMINI Engine Scan/Reset TMINI Engine Scan/Reset TMINI Engine Scan/Reset Tooloolooloolool
Wouldn�t it be great to know exactly what�s wrong before you bring your MINI in for
a repair? Or, better yet, run your own diagnostic and fix the problem yourself! The
MINI Scan/Reset tool reads all engine fault codes, and resets service lights and
the maintenance mileage countdown indicator. Indispensable for mechanics
and MINI owners. Works with MINI Coopers (including S models) built between
2001 and 2004; includes instruction manual, code chart, and storage case.
NME4020 ..............................................£91.78

Pulley Tool Rental
If you�re like most of us, you�ll change your
pulley only once. So why buy the tool when
you can RENT it from Mini Mania for only $1
when you buy our Supercharger Pulley
upgrade! Your $100 deposit will be
refunded when you return the undamaged
pulley remover tool. You provide the gear
puller to complete the job.
NME5016 ...................................... $1.00

Plus $100 refundable deposit

Lightweight Crank Pulley
This lightened crank pulley for the
MINI Cooper S is CNS-machined
from premium 6061-T6 aluminum
billet, and maintains the stock
diameter while losing about
75% of the stock weight. The
reduced rotational weight has
shown increases in horse-
power and torque across the
entire RPM range (maximum gains @ 4000 rpm).
NME5030 ............................................ £110.25

Performance Camshaft
Ground to Mini Mania's exacting
specifications by a major OEM camshaft
supplier, this high performance cam
increases horsepower and torque
throughout the RPM range. The
camshaft can be used with the
stock or ported cylinder head and
stock valve springs. A great way
to improve performance without disassembling the
motor � a difference you can feel! Spark plug tubes
will need to be clearanced for the taller lobes.
NME6045 ............................................ £225.00

Supercharger Pulley
Upgrade

Get more POWER from
your Supercharged MINI

Cooper 'S' with the
effective and econo-
mical ULTRIK 3-piece
pulley upgrade sys-
tem. A 15% reduction

in the supercharger
pulley diameter increas-

es the boost by more than
4 pounds, resulting in a dyno-measured
gain of over 20 horsepower (and 22 ft. lb.
of torque) measured AT THE WHEELS.
Maximum boost is achieved at lower RPM,
giving more power in the mid-range.
! Unique 3-piece design delivers superior

clamping force while simplifying
installation

! Optimum 15% reduction avoids over-
spinning supercharger and excessive
intake charge heat generated by smaller
pulley upgrades

! Includes correct length belt for proper
tensioner operation

! Lightweight design with low rotational
mass spins up faster than heavier pulleys

! Protected by Mini Mania's industry-leading
"Ultimate Warranty"

View the product description on our
website for a full technical discussion
on this great performance upgrade!
NME5011 .................................. £100.00

Nology HotWires
Nology HotWires
are the most  ad-
vanced ignition
wires available.
The built-in capacitor
creates the most powerful spark possible, by
allowing energy to accumulate in the capacitor
until the voltage at the electrodes reaches the
ionization point. The stored spark is discharged all
at once, creating a spark 300 times more powerful
than normal. The result is faster, more complete
combustion, and MORE HORSEPOWER!
NME3001 Black .................................. £119.00
NME3001B Blue .................................. £119.00
NME3001R Red .................................. £119.00
NME3001Y Yellow ............................... £119.00

Plasma Booster
The Plasma Booster� increases
spark current producing addi-
tional horsepower, torque and
better fuel economy, with
complete integration to the
MINI's computer system.  Tests

have shown a 4 HP gain and 10%
increase in fuel economy.
The Plasma Booster is a revolutionary
Ignition component to enhance existing
INDUCTIVE type ignition systems from
distributor ignition to single coil

applications and everything in between, including
waste spark ignition. Installs in minutes with no
special tools.
� 100% secondary current (Spark Amperage)

increase
� Four times spark energy Increase for the initial

spark discharge
� Compatible with all OEM components
� Compatible with OBD-II (On-Board-Diagnostics)
NME4110 ............................................ £160.35

Performance
Spark Plugs

The Iridium IX�s 0.6mm iridium
center electrode offers
superior ignitability without
sacrificing durability.
Designed for high heat
applications, they are ideally
suited to the demands of high
performance MINIs, and works especially well with
our Supercharger Pulley Upgrade.
NME3011 Sold individually ........................ £8.50

Replacement
Oil Filter

Original Equipment Oil Filter.
Fits Cooper and 'S'.
NME1050 ................................................ £7.50

Oil Bag
Use this quality oil bag to safely

carry that extra quart of oil in
your MINI.  Heavy duty nylon
canvas with a plastic liner to

prevent any unintended leaks.
Includes two pairs of disposable
plastic gloves to keep your hands

clean when adding oil. Velcro strips
on the outside keeps the bag secured to compatible
surfaces. Oil not included.
NMA4030 ............................................... £5.48

Wheel Locks
Protect valuable wheels and tires from theft.
These wheel Locks are for OEM wheel setup.
Computer designed key pattern for maximum
security.  Triple-nickel chrome plating for beauty
and durability. Through-hardened alloy steel
construction. Written guarantee from McGard and
easy key replacements.
NMW1001 Silver ................................... £24.00
NMW1006 Black ................................... £24.00
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Prices in this supplement are current as of
November 2005, but are subject to change without
notice.
Catalog NMP1001 .......................................£2.00

Shipping: By the least expensive way, unless
otherwise specified.  All shipping costs are paid
by the customer.

Payment: We accept VISA, Mastercard,
Maestro, VISA Electron, SOLO, or cheques.
Returned cheques will be subject to a £25.00
service charge, plus additional fees if the cheque
is not satisfied within 30 days.

Warranty: All parts are warranted against
defects in material and workmanship.  In most
cases, warranty will not cover labour, failure of
related components, failure from faulty installation
or misuse, nor will liability exceed the cost of the
original component.

Business Hours:
Monday - Friday, 08.30 - 17.00

Saturday, 09.00 - 17.00

Hill Street Industrial Estates, Unit 10
Cwmbran, Newport, Wales NP44 7PG
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We back up every sale with our Satisfaction Guarantee:
If you�re not fully satisfied with our products or service,
we�ll refund the purchase price. A full refund is available for
qualified items returned within 15 days of order receipt. Electrical Components,
VHS Tapes, DVDs, Software or Software Devices, Books and Special Order
or Custom Built Items cannot be accepted for return. Visit our website or call
for full Return Policy details.
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